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Getting Started with InstallShield Developer and Windows Installer SetupsInstallshield Software Corp, 2002
InstallShield Developer is the most powerful and flexible solution for creating today’s Windows Installer setups. And this book is your authoritative guide to this most critical step in the software release process: the installation.
InstallShield authority Bob Baker guides you through Developer’s integrated development environment...
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Linux Networking CookbookO'Reilly, 2007
This soup-to-nuts collection of recipes covers everything you need to know to perform your job as a Linux network administrator, whether you're new to the job or have years of experience. With Linux Networking Cookbook, you'll dive straight into the gnarly hands-on work of building and maintaining a computer network. Running a network doesn't mean...
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Coaching at Work: Powering your Team with Awareness, Responsibility and TrustJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	"This book comes at a time when we are asking searching questions: How exactly do we earn the loyalty, trust and commitment of our people? How do we balance the needs of our organisations to do more with less with the need to create environments in which people can grow, develop and achieve their aspirations? The answers lie within each...
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Harrison's Principles of Internal Medicine, Self-Assessment and Board ReviewMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	The ultimate study partner, based on the classic content of Harrison's Principles of Internal Medicine, 17e


	5 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW!

	"As Harrison's is one of the all-time comprehensive texts of internal medicine, this book goes far in delineating what essential facts must be...
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Digital Image Forensics: There is More to a Picture than Meets the EyeSpringer, 2012

	Photographic imagery has come a long way from the pinhole cameras of the nineteenth century. Digital imagery, and its applications, develops in tandem with contemporary society’s sophisticated literacy of this subtle medium. This book examines the ways in which digital images have become ever more ubiquitous as legal and medical...
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Heat Shock Proteins: Potent Mediators of Inflammation and ImmunitySpringer, 2007

	This book provides the most up-to-date review on new mechanisms and provides exciting insights into how heat shock proteins modulate the hosts’ immune response. Written by leaders in the field of heat shock protein immunobiology, the chapters systematically and in a step-wise fashion take the reader through the fascinating sequence of...
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Best Practices Are Stupid: 40 Ways to Out-Innovate the CompetitionPortfolio Hardcover, 2011

	What if almost everything you know about creating a culture of innovation is wrong? What if the way you are measuring innovation is choking it? What if your market research is asking all of the wrong questions?


	It's time to innovate the way you innovate.


	Stephen Shapiro is one of America's foremost innovation...
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An Introduction to Numerical Methods: A MATLAB® Approach, Fourth EditionCRC Press, 2018

	
		Previous editions of this popular textbook offered an accessible and practical introduction to numerical analysis. An Introduction to Numerical Methods: A MATLAB® Approach, Fourth Edition continues to present a wide range of useful and important algorithms for scientific and engineering applications. The authors...
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Google Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2003
Google Hacks is a collection of industrial-strength, real-world, tested solutions to practical problems. This concise book offers a variety of interesting ways for power users to mine the enormous amount of information that Google has access to, and helps you have fun while doing it.  You'll learn clever and...
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Opengl Superbible: The Complete Guide to Opengl Programming for Windows Nt and Windows 95Waite Group Press, 1996
Welcome to OpenGL SuperBible! The first time I ever heard of OpenGL  was at the 1992 Win32 Developers Conference in San Francisco. Windows NT 3.1 was  in early beta (or late alpha) and many vendors were present, pledging their  future support for this exciting new platform. Among them was a company called  Silicon Graphics, Inc. (SGI)....
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 6: A Visual Introduction to Digital Photography (book with CD)Focal Press, 2007
If you are an amateur or professional photographer who works with digital images and wants great results fast, this essential, easy-to-follow guide from world-renowned Adobe Photoshop Elements expert Philip Andrews is for you! 

There are countless ways to use Adobes powerful Elements 6 software, and Andrews helps you with the skills to...
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An Introduction to Matrices, Sets and Groups for Science StudentsDover Publications, 1986
THIS book is written primarily for undergraduate students of science and engineering, and presents an elementary introduction to some of the major branches of modern algebra - namely, matrices, sets and groups. Of these three topics, matrices are of especial importance at undergraduate level, and consequently more space is devoted to their study...
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